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HUMAN RIGHTS MINOR
COURSE OFFERINGS AT UW SEATTLE
WINTER 2022
Course are grouped according to the categories in the Human Rights Minor (Core Courses and
Broader Context Courses). For SLN#s, restrictions, and other course info, see UW Time Schedule:

https://www.washington.edu/students/timeschd/WIN2022/
For Human Rights minor requirements and advising info, visit:
https://jsis.washington.edu/humanrights/human-rights-minor/

CORE COURSES

JSIS A 324 / LSJ 322

Human Rights in Latin America

TTh 1000-1120, ECE 105, QZ*

Godoy, Angelina

Overview of human rights issues and their recent evolution in Latin American history; military
dictatorships; contemporary challenges in the region's democracies. Human rights concerns in
relation to broader sociopolitical context.
JSIS B 441

Forced Migrations

TTh 230-420, THO 234

Friedman, Kathie

Provides an interdisciplinary understanding of the causes, characteristics, and consequences of
forced migration experiences across the global system. Explores how international policy makers,
humanitarian workers, and scholars have constructed forced migration as a problem for analysis and
action, including some of the ethical dilemmas involved.
LSJ 322 / JSIS A 324

Human Rights in Latin America

TTh 1000-1120, ECE 105, QZ*

Godoy, Angelina

Overview of human rights issues and their recent evolution in Latin American history; military
dictatorships; contemporary challenges in the region's democracies. Human rights concerns in
relation to broader sociopolitical context.

BROADER CONTEXT COURSES

AES 211 / ANTH 211 / ENVIR 211

Environmental Justice

M-Th 130-220, GWN 201, QZ*

Peña, Devon

Examines introductory studies of environmental racism and ecological injustice in the United States
and select areas of the world. Reviews environmental justice theories and methods applied to risk
science, ecosystem management, biodiversity conservation, and sustainable development. Includes
comparative studies of social movements for "eco-justice."
AES461 / SOC 461

Comparative Ethnic Race Relations in the Americas

TTh 330-520, ARC G070

Pinedo-Turnovsky, Carolyn

Sketches the ethnoracial systems operating in American society. Studies these systems as systems
and examines their institutional and interpersonal dynamics. Compares ethnoracial systems in order
to arrive at empirical generalizations about race/ethnorelations in the Americas. Offered: jointly with
SOC 461.
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AFRAM 150 / HSTAA 150

Introduction to African-American History

MF 330-520, JHN 111

TBA

Introductory survey of topics and problems in African American history with some attention to Africa
as well as to America. Basic introductory course for sequence of lecture courses and seminars in
African American history.
ANTH 211 / AES 211 / ENVIR 211

Environmental Justice

M-Th 130-220, GWN 201, QZ*

Peña, Devon

Examines introductory studies of environmental racism and ecological injustice in the United States
and select areas of the world. Reviews environmental justice theories and methods applied to risk
science, ecosystem management, biodiversity conservation, and sustainable development. Includes
comparative studies of social movements for "eco-justice."
ANTH 215

Introducation to Medical Antropology and Global Health

TTh 130-320, ARC 147, QZ*

van Eijk, M

Explores influences of global processes on health of U.S. and other societies from a social-justice
perspective. Emphasizes inter-relationships between cultural, environmental, social-economic,
political, and medical systems that contribute to health status, outcomes, policies, and healthcare
delivery. Focuses on health disparities within and between societies and communities around the
world. *See Time Schedule for quiz sections.
ANTH 345 / JSIS B 345 / GWSS 345 Women and International Economic Development

TTh 130-320, MLR 301

Ramamurthy, Priti

Questions how women are affected by economic development in Third World and celebrates
redefinitions of what development means. Introduces theoretical perspectives and methods to
interrogate gender and development policies. Assesses current processes of globalization and
potential for changing gender and economic inequalities. Offered: jointly with GWSS 345/JSIS B 345.
B H 474 / PHIL 411

Justice in Health Care

TTh 230-420, SMI 309

Jecker, N

Examination of the ethical problem of allocating scarce medical resources. Emphasizes the
fundamental principles of justice that support alternative health policies.
B H 474 / PHIL 411

Justice in Health Care

TTh 230-420, SMI 309

Jecker, N

Examination of the ethical problem of allocating scarce medical resources. Emphasizes the
fundamental principles of justice that support alternative health policies.
C LIT 318 / NEAR E 318

Literature and the Holocaust

TTh 1130-120, DEN 112

Sokoloff, Naomi

Examines fiction, poetry, memoir, diaries, monuments, film, and pop culture from several languages
and cultural milieus, with emphases on English and Hebrew. Topics include survivor testimony,
shaping of collective memory, the second generation, Holocaust education and children's literature,
gender and the Holocaust, and fantasy and humor as responses to catastrophe. May not be taken for
credit if credit earned in NEAR E 441. Offered: jointly with NEAR E 318.
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ENVIR 211 / AES 211 / ANTH 211

Environmental Justice

M-Th 130-220, GWN 201, QZ*

Peña, Devon

Examines introductory studies of environmental racism and ecological injustice in the United States
and select areas of the world. Reviews environmental justice theories and methods applied to risk
science, ecosystem management, biodiversity conservation, and sustainable development. Includes
comparative studies of social movements for "eco-justice."
GWSS 345 / ANTH 345 / JSIS B 345 Women and International Economic Development

TTh 130-320, MLR 301
(hybrid: In-person T, Virtual Th)

Ramamurthy, Priti

Questions how women are affected by economic development in Third World and celebrates
redefinitions of what development means. Introduces theoretical perspectives and methods to
interrogate gender and development policies. Assesses current processes of globalization and
potential for changing gender and economic inequalities. Offered: jointly with ANTH 345/JSIS B 345.
GWSS455

Contemporary Feminist Theory (5) I&S, DIV

TTh 330-520,
Keating, Christine
Offered via remote learning (synchronous & asynchronous)
Raises the question of how political contexts condition the way some ideas become theory.
Emphasizes the present crises in thinking about a transnational feminism. Prerequisite: GWSS 200.
HSTAA 150 / AFRAM 150

Introduction to African-American History

MF 330-520, JHN 111

TBA - COURSE MAY BE WITHDRAWN

Introductory survey of topics and problems in African American history with some attention to Africa
as well as to America. Basic introductory course for sequence of lecture courses and seminars in
African American history.
HSTCMP 249/POL S 249/SOC 266 Introduction to Labor Studies

MW 1000-1120, KNE 220, QZ*

Grumbach, Jacob

Conceptual and theoretical issues in the study of labor and work. Role of labor in national and
international politics. Formation of labor movements. Historical and contemporary role of labor in the
modern world. *See Time Schedule for quiz sections.
HSTEU 234

Nazi Germany and the Holocaust

TTh 1030-1220, AND 223

Marhoefer, L

History of Nazi Germany and Holocaust from Weimar Republic through rise of Nazis and creation of
Nazi state and society to war and genocide. Focuses on social, political, and gender history. Includes
transnational examination of Holocaust (especially Eastern Europe); memory and history after 1945;
perspectives of outsiders in Nazi Germany, including Jews, Afro-Germans, gay men, communists;
examination of debates in historiography of Holocaust.
JSIS B 331

Political Economy of Development (5) I&S

MW 130-320, THO 135

Begun, Jeffrey

Growth, income distribution, and economic development in less-developed countries today. Policies
concerning trade, industrialization, the agricultural sector, human resources, and financing of
development. Prerequisite: either ECON 201, GEOG 123 or JSIS 123, any of which may be taken
concurrently.
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JSIS B 345 / ANTH 345 / GWSS 345 Women and International Economic Development

TTh 130-320, MLR 301

Ramamurthy, Priti

Questions how women are affected by economic development in Third World and celebrates
redefinitions of what development means. Introduces theoretical perspectives and methods to
interrogate gender and development policies. Assesses current processes of globalization and
potential for changing gender and economic inequalities. Offered: jointly with ANTH 345/GWSS 345.
JSIS B 345/ANTH 345/GWSS 345

Women and International Economic Development

TTh 130-320, MLR 301

Ramamurthy, Priti

Questions how women are affected by economic development in Third World and celebrates
redefinitions of what development means. Introduces theoretical perspectives and methods to
interrogate gender and development policies. Assesses current processes of globalization and
potential for changing gender and economic inequalities. Offered: jointly with ANTH 345/GWSS 345.
LSJ 200

Introduction to Law, Societies and Justice (5) I&S

MWF 130-220, ARC 147, QZ*

Beck, Jonathan

Explores the central role of law in social processes; investigates the primary types of legal regimes
and compares them across different national and international contexts; contrasts legal with nonlegal forms of social ordering; investigates the structure and practice of human rights law. *See Time
Schedule for quiz sections.
LSJ 360 / POL S 360

Introduction to United States Constitutional Law

TTh 1130-1250, MLR 301, QZ*

Lemieux, Scott E.

Growth and development of the United States Constitution as reflected in decisions of the Supreme
Court; political, social, and economic effects. *See Time Schedule for quiz sections.
NEAR E 318 / C LIT 318

Literature and the Holocaust

TTh 1130-120, DEN 112

Sokoloff, Naomi

Examines fiction, poetry, memoir, diaries, monuments, film, and pop culture from several languages
and cultural milieus, with emphases on English and Hebrew. Topics include survivor testimony,
shaping of collective memory, the second generation, Holocaust education and children's literature,
gender and the Holocaust, and fantasy and humor as responses to catastrophe. May not be taken for
credit if credit earned in NEAR E 441. Offered: jointly with NEAR E 318.
PHIL114

Philosophical Issues in the Law

TTh 1130-1250, ARC 147, QZ*

Wirts, Amelia Marie

Analysis and critical assessment of various philosophical issues in law and legal reasoning. Material
drawn from actual law cases, as well as writings by contemporary philosophers of law and lawyers.
Topics include criminal responsibility, civil disobedience, abortion, enforcement of morals. Special
legal or philosophical training not required.
PHIL 242

Introduction to Medical Ethics

TTh 1000-1120, SAV 260, QZ*

Fourie, Carina

Introduction to ethics, primarily for first- and second-year students. Emphasizes philosophical
thinking and writing through an in-depth study of philosophical issues arising in the practice of
medicine. Examines the issues of medical ethics from a patient's point of view. *See Time Schedule
for quiz sections.
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PHIL 411 / B H 474

Justice in Health Care

TTh 230-420, SMI 309

Jecker, N

Examination of the ethical problem of allocating scarce medical resources. Emphasizes the
fundamental principles of justice that support alternative health policies.
POL S 249/HSTCMP 249/SOC 266 Introduction to Labor Studies

MW 1000-1120, KNE 220, QZ*

Grumbach, Jacob

Conceptual and theoretical issues in the study of labor and work. Role of labor in national and
international politics. Formation of labor movements. Historical and contemporary role of labor in the
modern world. *See Time Schedule for quiz sections.
POL S 360 / LSJ 360

Introduction to United States Constitutional Law

TTh 1130-1250, MLR 301, QZ*

Lemieux, Scott E.

Growth and development of the United States Constitution as reflected in decisions of the Supreme
Court; political, social, and economic effects. *See Time Schedule for quiz sections.
POL S 425

War and Deterrence

MW 130-320, CDH 115

Mercer, Jonathan L

Explores how political scientists use psychology to address questions of war and peace.
POL S 430

Civil-Military Relations in Democracies

MW 130-320, SAV 130,
Kier, Elizabeth L
Remote synchronous on Zoom,
two on-campus meetings, dates TBA.
Explores issues of civil-military relations in the United States including debates about the garrison
state hypothesis; military advice on the use of force; the civil-military "gap"; and issues of race,
gender, and sexual orientation in the military.
SOC 266/HSTCMP 249/POL S 249 Introduction to Labor Studies

MW 1000-1120, KNE 220, QZ*

Grumbach, Jacob

Conceptual and theoretical issues in the study of labor and work. Role of labor in national and
international politics. Formation of labor movements. Historical and contemporary role of labor in the
modern world. *See Time Schedule for quiz sections.
SOC 461 / AES 461

Comparative Ethnic Race Relations in the Americas

TTh 330-520, ARC G070

Pinedo-Turnovsky, Carolyn

Sketches the ethnoracial systems operating in American society. Studies these systems as systems
and examines their institutional and interpersonal dynamics. Compares ethnoracial systems in order
to arrive at empirical generalizations about race/ethnorelations in the Americas. Offered: jointly with
SOC 461.

